
SILENCIOS ENTRE VIBRACIONES: *.WAV
Mikel Arce

Opening: Friday, 5.5.2017, 4.30pm

Exhibition Duration: 5.5.2017 – 16.6.2017

Opening hours for aktuelle kunst in graz: Fr, 5.5.2017, 6 – 11pm / Sa, 6.5.2017, 11am – 7pm / 
Su, 7.5.2017, 11am – 5pm

Artist’s Meeting: Fr, 5.5.2017, 9.30pm

Artist Talk: Reni Hofmüller in conversation with Mikel Arce, Sa, 6.5.2017, 4pm

Guided Tour aktuelle kunst in graz: Su, 7.5.2017, 11am

Opening Hours 9.5. - 16.6.2017: Tue – Fr, 2pm –  7pm and by appointment



SILENCIOS ENTRE VIBRACIONES: *.WAV

Mikel Arce takes water, sound, light, and space and uses them to make visible and audible
the duality of standstill and movement - of passivity and activity. He works with a range of 
sensory patterns: changes in the material (water) develop from calm (silence) through to 
activity (sound, vibration), then assume a static form, and finally return to calm. 

A conjunction of sight, hearing and feeling creates a convincing narration, which we as 
observers are able to follow. The moments of silence lead into reflection, when the water 
surface is calm - in expectation of the next change in sound forms and thus an interruption 
in the unfaltering monotony during which the sound, as a uniquely tangible element, finally 
triggers a shift in the water particles. The absence of information, the observed void and 
lastly a passage into meditation during the silent moments facilitates comparison and 
analysis, so strengthening the impression of what happens next. 

Starting from this approach, the installation can be linked with a form of contemplation or 
meditation in Zen Buddhism: The spirit observes itself without intervening in the observed, 
without accepting or rejecting something – like someone who sits down on a riverbank to 
watch the water flowing by.

The design elements (water, sound, light, space) are subject to alternative organisational 
patterns that are, however, not determined by a concrete medium. In the course of initially 
intuitive processes, in which each of these elements assumes its importance, they are 
joined in a complex interplay: the design element changed by sound (water) produces 
temporally and spatially dynamic forms. Complex visual patterns emerge, marked by 
repetition, sequencing and discontinuity.

Due to the constant design and structural changes in the water, the installation inscribes 
itself in specific spaces (the exhibition space) and participates in these spaces both 
through the location of the installation (the spatial arrangement of the objects and the 
relationship this creates between them and the space) and also the interaction with the 
light reflexes, produced by light reflections of the water forms on the walls of the exhibition 
space.



Mikel Arce (Bilbao, Basque Country) 

Professor at the Department of Art and Technology at Universidad del País Vasco / Euskal 
Herriko Unibertsitatea. Focus of activity is soundart.

http://www.mikelarce.es

http://www.mikelarce.es/
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